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Abstract

Empirical charge-state transition level schemes are popular tools to model the properties of lanthanide-doped materials
and their construction has become standard practice. Typically, it is implicitly assumed that all lanthanide ions form
isostructural defects. However, in practice, multiple nonequivalent defects related to the same lanthanide can occur or
different lanthanides can even incorporate in different ways. The consequences of these complications on the impurity
energy levels are discussed in this article. It seems that small structural differences around the lanthanide dopant can
give rise to important spectral differences in its emission. These are not always clearly reproduced by the charge-state
transition level schemes. Improvements to the existing procedure are suggested and applied to the lanthanide ions in

the well-studied host crystals SrAl2O4, Sr2Si5N8 and SrGa2S4.

1 Introduction

Transparent inorganic solids have a long history of
optical activation by crystallographic defects. Gems
that are colored by metal impurities or color centers
are well-known in mineralogy while optical materials
based on intentionally doped dielectrics are integral
parts of modern technologies such as lighting, elec-
tronic displays, medical imaging etc [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In
these cases, the defects are mostly structurally simple
point defects such as a missing atom, i.e. a vacancy,
or an impurity atom in place of a normal atom, i.e.
a substitutional defect [7]. In the following, defects
which are induced by doping a crystal with lanthanide
ions are considered.

Since the emergence of quantum mechanical the-
ories, spectroscopy has been associated with energy
level schemes, representing a connection between
the experimental observables, i.e. the spectra, and
the fundamental interactions. For this reason, un-
derstanding the physical origin of the luminescence
behavior of a particular material often boils down to
constructing an energy levels scheme. The distinct
energy levels are suitably labeled, encoding for the
dominant interactions. Furthermore, selection rules
and transition probabilities are governed by the
interaction of the physical system with the ambient
electromagnetic field, i.e. incident photons.

Two important classes of energy level schemes
exist [8]. Firstly, there are many-body schemes in
which the energy level represents the total energy of
the complete system. This means that not only the
electrons which are considered as spectroscopically
active are included, but also the other electrons of the
system. Formally, spectroscopic transitions can only
be correctly described in a many-body framework.
This is especially true in the case of transition metal

or lanthanide ions due to the important electron
correlations in these systems, i.e. all electrons of
the system are to a certain extent affected by the
excitation [9]. Secondly, in single particle energy
level schemes, individual electrons are assigned to
individual (spin)orbitals. In some systems, a single
(quasi)particle picture is able to describe the electronic
structure, yielding single particle states that are either
occupied or empty. An example are the valence and
conduction bands of a semiconductor [10].

In order to avoid the need of the explicit calculation
of the electronic structure and optical properties of
these materials, trends have been described, yielding
not only predictability, but also empirical energy level
schemes [11]. The nature of the empirical energy level
schemes under discussion requires some attention as
they should be envisioned as a separate tool with
respect to the above-mentioned single-particle or
many-body energy level schemes. Essentially, a single-
particle picture of the host material, i.e. the valence
and conduction bands, are utilized and impurity levels
of the lanthanide are defined as so-called charge-state
transition levels. These correspond to the value of
the electronic chemical potential at which the formal
charge of the lanthanide ion changes [12]. The exact
meaning of the empirical energy levels is further
elucidated in [8].

Lanthanide ions show a particular electronic struc-
ture. The incompletely filled 4f shell is effectively
screened by the environment by filled 5s and 5p shells.
Furthermore, some lanthanide ions show a low-lying
4fN−15d1 excited configuration, allowing efficient
excitation with visible or near ultraviolet light. These
particular features give rise to a systematic behavior
of the ionization potentials and 4f-5d excitation
energies across the lanthanide series which can be
exploited to devise empirical rules with predictive



power. This was pioneered by Thiel in the context
of photoelectron spectroscopy and further developed
by Dorenbos, mostly based on optical spectroscopy
[13, 14, 15, 11]. The uncertainties associated with
these empirical models and the accuracy by which
experimental quantities can be predicted have recently
been addressed in detail [8].

Up to now, the described empirical rules and tech-
niques for constructing charge-state transition level
schemes have been applied to many host materials
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. This can be unambigu-
ously done for host materials in which all lanthanides
act identically in chemical and crystallographic terms.
One can expect that often this is true because of their
similar ionic radii and chemical behavior. However
examples are known where this is not the case.
Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the number of nonequivalent defects in a certain
host and the number of charge-state transition levels
for a dopant. If multiple defect geometries for the
same foreign atom are possible, multiple energy level
schemes are necessary for a correct description. Both
these subtleties are often neglected or simply forgotten.

In this work, the empirical energy level models
are applied to lanthanide-doped materials with more
challenging host compounds, featuring multiple
nonequivalent lattice sites on which the lanthanides
can incorporate. SrAl2O4 and Sr2Si5N8 are presented
as case studies. Site-selective spectroscopy can offer
a tidy opportunity to separate the spectral features
and construct charge-state transition schemes for the
different defect geometries. Remaining difficulties such
as correlating the spectral features to the defects are
discussed.

In the second part of this article, recent work on the
lanthanide doped ternary sulfide SrGa2S4 is presented.
It is known that the first coordination shell is severely
altered when Ce3+ is incorporated [24], yielding a com-
pletely different situation than for Eu2+ doping. In
this case, the use of empirical rules that relate spectral
properties of different lanthanides becomes severely re-
stricted. The repercussions on the construction of
charge-state transition level schemes are discussed in
detail.

2 Experimental

In this manuscript, lanthanide defects are described
in three host materials, i.e. SrAl2O4, Sr2Si5N8 and
SrGa2S4. The discussion of the former two is based
on literature data, the discussion of the latter is based
on following experiments.

SrGa2S4:LnQ+ powders were synthesized by a solid
state reaction at high temperature (2 hours at 900◦C,
heating rate of 7.5◦C/min) under a flow of forming
gas (90% N2, 10% H2) with SrS (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%)

and Ga2S3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) as starting materials
for the host crystal and lanthanide fluorides (LnF3,
all at least 99.5% pure) as source of the dopants. The
selected dopants are Ce, Pr, Sm, Eu, Tb and Tm.
A doping concentration of 1 mol% was used for all
syntheses.

The phase purity of the obtained powders was
verified by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD) with
CuKα1 radiation on a Bruker D5000 diffractometer
(40 kV, 40 mA).

Luminescence emission and excitation spectra were
measured with an Edinburgh FS920 fluorescence spec-
trometer. Spectra at low temperature were obtained
by using an Oxford Optistat CF cryostat.

Diffuse reflectance spectra were measured with a
Varian Cary 500 spectrophotometer, equipped with
an internal integrating sphere, using BaSO4 as a
reference. From the reflectance spectra, the square
of the Kubelka-Munk function was calculated and
fitted with a straight line to obtain an estimate for the
optical band gap.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Multiple nonequivalent lanthanide
defects

In this paragraph, two examples of host compounds
(SrAl2O4 and Sr2Si5N8) are discussed which feature
two nonequivalent substitutional defects upon lan-
thanide doping. This poses additional difficulties
when the electronic structure is empirically assessed
as both lanthanide defects require a separate energy
level scheme. Examples are included for which the
occurrence of the nonequivalent defects is clear from
the optical spectra, i.e. site-selective spectroscopy
can be performed. This is preferably done on low
concentrated systems, avoiding interactions between
nonequivalent defect centers. Interactions between
centers result in energy transfer which can obscure the
optical spectra.

Site-selective spectroscopy of the Ce3+ ion is an
important first step as it allows to construct vacuum
referred binding energy level schemes for the 4f levels.
This is thanks to an empirical rule due to Dorenbos,
relating the centroid shift of the Ce3+ 5d1 manifold
to the vacuum referred binding energies (VRBE) of
all lanthanides [25, 26]. This procedure, in which
the empirical Coulomb correlation energy is used as
intermediate parameter is described in two review
papers [11, 8]. In this way, the 4f ionization potentials
of the different lanthanide defects are obtained with a
reasonable accuracy [8].

Next, the host compound’s valence and conduction
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band need to be added to obtain a complete charge-
state transition level diagram and the host referred
binding energies (HRBE). From photoluminescence
excitation spectroscopy of a trivalent lanthanide,
the anion to lanthanide charge-transfer (CT) energy
can be obtained, approximately probing the 2+/3+
charge-state transition level. The binding energy
difference between two nonequivalent Ln3+ defects
is significantly smaller than the typical width of a
charge-transfer spectral band [27]. As the ionization
potentials for both defects were already calculated,
deconvolution of the CT band poses no additional
problems.

3.1.1 SrAl2O4

Doped with divalent europium, strontium aluminate
(SrAl2O4) features an extensively studied green
afterglow which can be intensified upon codoping
with trivalent dysprosium [28, 29, 30]. Interestingly,
when this material is cooled below 250 K, a second
emission band emerges in the blue spectral region [31].
The origin of this band has been the debated since it
was first found. Although an explanation in terms of
incorporation of Eu2+ on the two nonequivalent lattice
sites seems the most simple one, it was plead that the
minor geometrical differences between the Sr1 and Sr2
sites cannot account for the differences between the
two spectral features [32, 33, 34, 35]. Alternatively,
more exotic explanations such as alignment of Eu ions,
hole release or even emission from a higher 4f65d1

multiplet were contrived [32, 34, 35].

Recently, empirical rules, relating the bond lengths
of the undistorted lattice sites to the multiplet struc-
ture of the excited 4f65d1 configuration were applied,
showing that the order of magnitude of the spectral
differences between the blue and green emission bands
can be perfectly explained by the structural differences
between both lattice sites, discarding the more exotic
explanations for the occurrence of two emission bands
[31].

Also upon Ce3+ doping, it was spectroscopically
shown that two different defects are present [36]. Based
on this data, which is summarized in Tab. 1, charge-
state transition level schemes can be constructed. The
2+/3+ levels for all the lanthanides, i.e. the divalent
4f curves, are shown in Fig. 1.

3.1.2 Sr2Si5N8

Strontium nitridosilicate, Sr2Si5N8, has been fre-
quently reported as a chemically stable host material
for lanthanides. In particular, upon doping with di-
valent europium, an efficient red phosphor is formed
which is applied in phosphor-converted white light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45].

Spectroscopy of Ce3+ in Sr2Si5N8 was performed
by Li et al. They clearly found the effect of two

4f

5d

LnSr1
LnSr2

Figure 1 – Diagram with the 2+/3+ charge-state
transition levels for the LnSr1 and LnSr2 defects in
SrAl2O4. Adapted from [31], reproduced with per-
mission.

nonequivalent cerium defects in their spectra of
which different crystal field splitting energies could
be extracted [37]. Based on their data, the centroid
shifts of the cerium 5d1 configuration for both cerium
defects were estimated. The data is summarized in
table 1.

More recently, Lazarowska et al. performed a
detailed site-selective spectroscopy study of the Eu2+

ion in Sr2Si5N8 [38]. From the 4f7-4f65d1 excitation
spectra, it was concluded that the spectroscopic
redshift for both europium defects are very similar.
The difference in emission energy is therefore almost
completely due to a different electron-vibrational in-
teraction. Empirical total energy level schemes within
the single configurational coordinate approximation
were provided.

Based on site-selective spectroscopy on Ce3+ and
Eu2+ and the charge transfer energy of Sm3+ [46],
charge-state transition level schemes were constructed
for both defect geometries (see Fig. 2).

An empirical charge-state transition level scheme for
lanthanide defects in Sr2Si5N8 was first constructed
in 2013 by ten Kate et al. [46]. Only the charge-state
transition levels for the low energy site were calculated.
Though not represented in the energy level scheme, the
4fN -4fN−15d1 transition energies for lanthanides were
compared for both defect configurations. Interestingly,
for the Tb3+ ion only one 4f8-4f75d1 excitation band
was found. By extrapolating the 4f-5d energies of the
cerium defects according to the empirical finding that
all Ln3+ ions feature the same 4f-5d spectroscopic
redshift, the excitation band was attributed to the
Sr1 site. This means that the Tb3+ ion occupies
preferentially the smaller Sr1 site while no preference
was found for the slightly larger Ce3+ ion [46].

Inspection of the diagram in Fig. 2 learns that the
binding energies for both defect sites are very close.
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Table 1 – Experimental spectroscopic parameters for lanthanides incorporated on the nonequivalent Sr sites in
SrAl2O4 and Sr2Si5N8. εcfs, εc and D denote respectively the crystal field splitting, centroid shift and redshift of
the 4fN−15d1 manifolds. ∆S denotes the Stokes shift of the 4fN -4fN−15d1 luminescence. All values in eV.

SrAl2O4 Sr2Si5N8 ref.
low energy high energy low energy high energy

Ce3+ εcfs 0.85 1.14 1.91 1.61 [36, 31, 37]
εc 2.65 2.23 2.73 2.41 [36, 31, 37]
D 2.85 2.47 3.24 3.02 [36, 31, 37]

∆S 0.25 0.31 0.33 0.87 [36, 31, 37]
Eu2+ D 1.42 1.22 2.05 2.02 [31, 38]

∆S 0.43 0.21 0.32 0.23 [31, 38]

How can this be compatible with the undeniable
spectral differences between both types of defects?
This is a direct consequence of the fact that these
empirical charge-state transition level schemes do
not take vibronic interactions or correlation (i.e.
multiplet) effects into account [47, 8]. In the case of
Ce3+, there is a clear difference in the details of the
5d manifold for both defects. This is dictated by the
exact details of the crystal field interaction, which is
not described by the charge-state transition levels. In
the case of Eu2+, the spectral difference is a direct
consequence of a different local electron-vibration in-
teraction. To correctly describe the dynamics, details
of the potential energy surfaces, such as curvatures,
equilibrium coordinates and relevant normal modes
are indispensable. No empirical rules to obtain these
quantities are available to date.

In [38], it was argued that the preferential incorpora-
tion of Eu on the site yielding the higher-energy emis-
sion is due to the 4f level of this defect being more
strongly bound than for the alternative defect. This
is however an incorrect interpretation of the charge-
state transition levels. It is true, by definition of the
charge-state transfer energies, that the EuSr2 defect re-
quires slightly more energy in order to oxidize. On the
other hand, preferential occupation of certain lattice
sites is governed by the defect formation energy which
is calculated in terms of total energies instead of single-
particle energies [12]. Furthermore, if the difference in
defect formation energies would be the same as the dif-
ference in charge-state transition levels, it would be too
small to yield an observable difference in site occupa-
tion given the high temperature at which the materials
are synthesized.

3.1.3 Relating crystal sites to spectra

The remaining challenge is linking the separate spec-
tral features to the different defect geometries. It is
often assumed that a smaller lattice site corresponds
to a lower 4f-5d energy. The reasoning is that the
crystal field strength, and implicitly the spectroscopic
redshift of the 5d level, increases upon decreasing bond
lengths. The validity of this assumption is doubtful
for lattice sites for which the geometry does not differ
too much. Moreover, the crystal lattice will locally
relax to a different equilibrium geometry, adapted to
the specific lanthanide atom in an unknown way.

4f

5d

LnSr1
LnSr2

Figure 2 – Diagram with the 2+/3+ charge-state
transition levels for the LnSr1 and LnSr2 defects in
Sr2Si5N8. Assignation according to [37] and [38].

As the different lanthanide ions behave very similar
in chemical terms, it is likely that high- and low-energy
sites can be correlated for the different lanthanides,
allowing to construct empirical charge-state transition
diagrams for both defects. Exceptions to this rule of
thumb are discussed in §3.2.

SrAl2O4 forms monoclinic crystals (space group
P21) in which two nonequivalent Sr sites occur, both
on Wyckoff position 2a. Sr2Si5N8 forms orthorhombic
crystals (space group Pmn21) [48] in which likewise
two nonequivalent Sr sites occur, both corresponding
with Wyckoff site 2a [48].

In Sr2Si5N8, the Sr1 site has a lower coordination
number and features a smaller polyhedron than the
Sr2 site [48]. Specifying the coordination number,
i.e. the number of next neighbor atoms is somewhat
arbitrary in these cases. This is illustrated in literature
where different coordination numbers are reported for
the same compound [37, 46, 38].

The reason for the ambiguity is demonstrated in
Fig. 4 where the number of anions lying inside a
sphere, centered at the Sr atom is given as a function
of the radius of the sphere. This figure shows that
coordination shells cannot be identified in a straight-
forward fashion, neither for SrAl2O4 nor Sr2Si5N8. In
the case of SrGa2S4, a higher symmetry is present and
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SrAl2O4

N

O

Si

Sr

Sr1 Sr2

Figure 3 – Coordination environments for the Sr1
and Sr2 sites in Sr2Si5N8 (top) and SrAl2O4 (bottom).
Crystal data from [48, 49].
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Figure 4 – Illustration of the number of anions (O, N
or S) contained inside a sphere centered at the cationic
(Sr) sites as a function of the radius of the sphere for
SrAl2O4 (top), Sr2Si5N8 (middle) and SrGa2S4 (bot-
tom). The effective coordination number, as defined
by R. Hoppe, is given for each site [50]. Furthermore,
the location of the closest cation (Al, Si) is given. The
smallest Sr-Ga distance in SrGa2S4 is 3.86 Å.

well-defined coordination shells can be identified.

To straighten out this ambiguity, Rudolf Hoppe
introduced the effective coordination number in 1979
in which a weighing of the different bond lengths
is carried out [50]. This quantity turns out to be
simply the ordinary coordination number in the case
of compounds with a high symmetry and well-defined
coordination shells, while it yields a rational number
in other cases. The effective coordination numbers for
the Sr1 and Sr2 sites of Sr2Si5N8 are respectively 5.98
and 6.88. The coordination polyhedra of the first 6
and 7 neighbors for the Sr1 and Sr2 sites of Sr2Si5N8

are approximate pentagonal and hexagonal pyramids
respectively [48].

Several assignments of the spectral bands of
SrAl2O4:LnQ+ are available in literature. Jia et al.
showed that the high energy band in SrAl2O4:Ce3+

has an emission intensity which is 10 times higher
than the intensity for the low energy band at room
temperature [36]. From this result, it was concluded
that the high energy emission originates from Ce in-
corporated on the larger Sr1 site as this provides more
space for the suggested charge compensation [36]. This
is however a somewhat arbitrary argument because
the intensity of an emission band is not necessarily
related to a preferential site occupation and can as well
be the result of a different thermal quenching behavior.

Botterman et al. used empirical rules, relating bond
lengths in the defect cluster to spectral characteristics
of Eu2+ to assign the spectral bands to the Sr sites
[31]. These rules showed that the high energy emission
is most likely attributed to the smaller Sr2 site.

More recently, vacuum UV spectroscopy of
Sr0.75Ce0.125Na0.125Al2O4 was combined with
quantum mechanical calculations to gain a better
understanding of the connection between defect geom-
etry and spectral properties [51]. The sodium atoms
were added for charge-compensating the Ce•Sr defects
and located on the nearest or next-nearest Sr site
for the calculations. The multireference calculations
confirmed that the two spectral features originate from
incorporation on the different Sr sites. The allocation
of the Ce•Sr1 and Ce•Sr2 defects to respectively the low
and high energy emission bands was however reversed
by the calculation. It still remains a question why the
4f-5d transition of Ce3+ on the larger Sr site would
correspond to the highest energy. Additionally, the
influence of the nearby Na

′

Sr defect on the multiplets
of the Ce3+ ion is unclear as the Coulomb interactions
between the different defects can have a rather long
range [7].

In the case of Sr2Si5N8:Eu2+, the lowest energy
emission was attributed to the smallest undistorted Sr
site according to the typical rule of thumb [37, 38]. It
was found that the Eu2+ ion occupies both Sr sites,
although it has a preference for the larger Sr2 site
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because it is the only occupied site for low doping
concentrations. In the article of Lazarowka et al.,
the labeling of the Sr1 and Sr2 sites was exchanged
with respect to the assignation by Schlieper et al. [48]
which is used in this article, following the convention
of Yeh et al. [52].

From these examples, it is clear that the exact way
by which subtle differences in defect geometry can
result in appreciable spectral changes are still very
difficult to predict.

3.2 Structural distortions across the
lanthanide series; the example of
SrGa2S4

Previous examples, SrAl2O4 and Sr2Si5N8, were
challenging host compounds for constructing empirical
charge-state transition level schemes in the sense that
two nonequivalent lanthanide defects occurred and
formally, two different schemes are required. Yet,
because site selective spectroscopy allows to separate
the different spectral features, the two schemes can be
constructed almost independently.

A more complex situation occurs if not all lan-
thanides behave in the same way with respect to incor-
poration. If this is the case, the systematics which are
normally exploited in the construction of the charge-
state transition level schemes break down and it should
be carefully considered which empirical rules are still
usable. SrGa2S4 is an example of such a host com-
pound.

3.2.1 Crystal structure

Strontium thiogallate (SrGa2S4) forms crystals with
orthorhombic unit cells (space group Fddd). The
strontium atoms are situated on three nonequivalent
Wyckoff sites, 8a, 8b and 16e. The former two feature
D2 site symmetry, the latter C2 site symmetry (see
Fig. 5). However, all three Sr sites do only differ very
slightly which is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Therefore,
this compound is considered to show only one type of
Sr site in the unit cell. Furthermore, the geometry is
very close to square antiprismatic. For this reason,
a higher D4d effective symmetry is often utilized.
Eu2+ doping is expected to deform the coordination
polyhedron only minimally due to the comparable
ionic radii of Eu2+ and Sr2+ and given that EuGa2S4

is isostructural with SrGa2S4[53, 54, 55]. Doped with
Eu2+ or Ce3+, this compound has been thoroughly
described in view of multiple applications such as
electroluminescent displays, field-emissive devices and
more recently LED phosphor [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61].

Although this compound effectively features only
one Sr site and might therefore be considered as
a straightforward case upon lanthanide doping, a
discontinuity across the lanthanide series occurs.

Sr1 Sr3 Sr2

Ce    + S"Sr i

S

Sr

Ce

Figure 5 – Coordination environments for the Sr sites
in SrGa2S4 (top) and for the Ce•Sr defect in SrGa2S4

(bottom) [62, 24].

Warren et al. have shown by electron paramag-
netic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy that the Ce•Sr
defect induces a sulfur interstitial S

′′

i in the first
coordination shell to compensate the excess positive
charge [24]. The deformed coordination polyhedron
for the Ce3+ dopant features approximate C3h point
symmetry and a coordination number of 9 (see Fig. 5).

The geometrical deviation for the Ce•Sr defect is ex-
pected to have an influence on the luminescence prop-
erties. It is self-evident that this has to be taken into
account when constructing charge-state transition level
schemes. In the following, the optical spectra and elec-
tronic structure of SrGa2S4:LnQ+ will be compared
to CaGa2S4:LnQ+. Both compounds are isostructural
and it has been shown by EPR that for CaGa2S4:LnQ+

the pristine symmetry and coordination number of the
Sr site is maintained upon Ce3+ doping which might
be due to the similar ionic radii of Ce3+ and Ca2+ [63].
For this reason, CaGa2S4:LnQ+ is a good choice as a
well-behaving reference.

3.2.2 Photoluminescence

Fig. 6(a-b-c) shows the emission and excitation spec-
tra of Eu2+, Ce3+ and Tm3+ in SrGa2S4, compared to
the spectra of the same lanthanides in CaGa2S4. The
spectra of these three defects can be used as input
to construct the empirical charge-state transition
level schemes. This was done for CaGa2S4 in [8].
The numerical values of the parameters that can be
obtained from these measurements are summarized in
Table 1.

For both host compounds, Eu2+ and Ce3+ show
the typical broadband luminescence, originating
from interconfigurational 4fN -4fN−15d transitions.
Tm3+ features near-infrared line emission, originating
from intraconfigurational 4f12-4f12 transitions. The
emission can be efficiently excited by a charge transfer
transition, yielding a broad excitation band in the UV
region. In the CaGa2S4:Tm3+ excitation spectrum, an
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Figure 6 – Emission (solid lines) and excitation spec-
tra (dashed lines) of lanthanide doped SrGa2S4 (green
lines) and CaGa2S4 (orange lines), measured at 75 K.
(a) Ce3+ doped, emission spectrum upon 410 nm (3.02
eV) excitation, excitation spectrum for 445 nm (2.79
eV) emission. (b) Eu2+ doped, emission spectrum
upon 450 nm (2.76 eV) excitation, excitation spectrum
for 535 nm (2.32 eV) (560 nm (2.21 eV)) emission for
SrGa2S4 (CaGa2S4). (c) Tm3+ doped, emission spec-
trum upon 370 nm (3.35 eV) excitation, excitation
spectrum for 810 nm (1.53 eV) emission. (d) Tb3+

doped, emission spectrum upon 302 nm (4.11 eV) (320
nm (3.88 eV)) excitation, excitation spectrum for 544
nm (2.28 eV) emission for SrGa2S4 (CaGa2S4). (e)
Pr3+ doped, emission spectrum upon 320 nm (3.87 eV)
excitation, excitation spectrum for 651 nm (1.90 eV)
(640 nm (1.94 eV)) emission for SrGa2S4 (CaGa2S4).
Spectra of CaGa2S4:LnQ+ (LnQ+ = Ce3+, Eu2+,
Tm3+) adapted from [8], reproduced with permission.

additional band peaking at 4.43 eV is visible. Upon
excitation in this band, a broadband emission appears,
peaking around 630 nm which dominates the Tm3+

emission. A similar excitation band was also reported
elsewhere and ascribed to fundamental absorption in
the host material, sensitizing the Tm3+ emission [64].
Comparison of the Tm3+ excitation spectrum of a
sample prepared in forming gas atmosphere (N2/H2),
with a similar sample, though prepared in hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) atmosphere, shows that the relative
intensity of the Tm-S charge transfer peak increases in
the latter case. This suggests that the additional band
can as well originate from sulfur defects, unavoidably
present in the prepared materials. A similar excitation
band, however less intense, is also visible in the
spectrum of SrGa2S4:Tm3+. No further investigation
was performed on this spectral feature as it is not
directly related to Tm3+ centers or other lanthanide
defects.

If the excitation spectra of Ce3+ and Eu2+ are com-
pared for both host materials, a deviation from the
idealized situation, described by a linear relationship
between the absorption energies of both ions, occurs.
The Eu2+ band is redshifted for CaGa2S4 with respect
to SrGa2S4, in agreement with the observed yellow
and green emission respectively. This is understood
to be due to the increased crystal field strength,
i.e. the accumulated effect of the centroid shift and
crystal field splitting, due to the decreased bond
length in the case of the Ca-compound. In the case of
Ce3+, however, both excitation spectra approximately
coincide at the low energy side (Fig. 6).

Although this behavior lies fully within the expected
uncertainties, it is still remarkable if an isomorphous
coordination polyhedron would be expected. However,
from the EPR study of Warren et al. (see §3.2.1) [24],
it is known that the situation is locally completely
different for SrGa2S4:Ce3+ which can explain this
anti-correlation between the calcium and strontium
thiogallates.

Typical green Tb3+ 5D4 emission is often excited by
4f8-4f75d1 absorption in the UV range. Remarkably,
the excitation spectra of Tb3+, displayed in Fig. 6(d),
coincide for doping in CaGa2S4 and SrGa2S4, which
indicates that Tb•

Sr is likely to be charge-compensated
in the same way as Ce•Sr. Assuming an equal spectro-
scopic redshift for both lanthanides, the SrGa2S4:Tb3+

spin-allowed and spin-forbidden absorption bands are
predicted at respectively 4.68 eV and 3.98 eV [65].
The experimental excitation spectrum (Fig. 6)
shows this feature around 3.91 eV, most likely cor-
responding with the spin-forbidden transition. The
spin-allowed transition is therefore believed to be ob-
scured by fundamental absorption by the host crystals.

The Pr3+-S2− charge transfer is expected at 4.47
eV ± 0.20 eV and the 4f2-4f15d1 absorption band
is expected at 4.54 ± 0.12 eV in SrGa2S4 assuming
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Table 2 – Optical properties of Ce3+, Eu2+ and Tm3+ ions in the MGa2S4 hosts. These parameters serve as
input for the calculation of the lanthanide energy level schemes. d1, d2 and d3 denote the positions of the three
4f-5d excitation bands of Ce3+, f1 and f2 denote the positions of the two 5d-4f emission bands of Ce3+. Data for
CaGa2S4:LnQ+ adapted from [8], reproduced with permission. The motivation for the experimental uncertainties
is explained herein. All values in eV.

A = SrGa2S4 A = CaGa2S4

Optical band gap Eex(A) 4.16 ± 0.10 3.98 ± 0.10

Ce3+ Absorption Efd1
abs (Ce3+, A) 3.03 ± 0.02 3.05 ± 0.02

Absorption Efd2
abs (Ce3+, A) 4.04 ± 0.02 3.81 ± 0.02

Absorption Efd3
abs (Ce3+, A) 4.32 ± 0.02 4.29 ± 0.02

Redshift D(Ce3+, A) 3.09 ± 0.03 3.07 ± 0.03
Centroid shift εc(Ce3+, A) 2.40 ± 0.02 2.50 ± 0.02
Crystal field splitting εcfs(Ce3+, A) 1.29 ± 0.03 1.24 ± 0.03

Emission Ef1d
em (Ce3+, A) 2.54 ± 0.02 2.54 ± 0.02

Emission Ef2d
em (Ce3+, A) 2.80 ± 0.02 2.78 ± 0.02

Stokes shift ∆S(Ce3+, A) 0.23 ± 0.03 0.27 ± 0.03

Eu2+ Redshift D(Eu2+, A) 1.76 ± 0.05 1.83 ± 0.05
Stokes shift ∆S(Eu2+, A) 0.16 ± 0.06 0.17 ± 0.06

Tm3+ Charge transfer ECT(Tm3+, A) 3.32 ± 0.02 3.37 ± 0.02

isostructural Pr•Sr and Ce•Sr defects. Experimentally,
broadband excitation peaks are found at lower energy,
peaking around at 3.92 eV and 4.32 eV (Fig. 6(e)).
If the lowest energy band is assigned to the charge-
transfer band and the higher energy band to the
4f2-4f15d1 transition, the mismatch between predic-
tion and experiment is respectively 2.7σCT and 1.8σfd
[8]. These are rather large deviations, suggesting that
possibly a different mechanism causes the origin of the
excitation bands. Yet another distorted coordination
polyhedron is a possible alternative explanation.

In 2004, Iwamaru et al. studied the cathodolumi-
nescence of SrGa2S4:Sm [66]. They found a broad
red emission band about 700 nm (1.77 eV) which was
attributed to 4f55d1-4f6 emission of Sm2+. From the
Eu2+ spectra, the absorption threshold of Sm2+ in
SrGa2S4 is estimated at 1.25 eV and the emission at
1.09 eV. Therefore, it is unlikely that the observed
emission band is due to Sm2+. From the approximate
location of the 2+/3+ charge-state transition level
of Sm (see Fig. 7), it is moreover expected that Sm
will be preferentially incorporated in a trivalent state,
assuming that the electronic chemical potential lies
in the middle of the band gap [67, 8]. This was also
clear from the SrGa2S4:Sm3+ PL spectrum which
consists exclusively of characteristic Sm3+ features
(not shown).

3.2.3 Energy level schemes

Because the deviating Ce incorporation, the charge-
state transition level scheme for SrGa2S4 cannot be
simply constructed based on Eex(A), Efd1

abs(Ce3+, A),
Efd

abs(Eu2+, A) and ECT(Tm3+, A), as was done in the
case of CaGa2S4 [8].

The Coulomb 4f correlation parameter for Eu,
U(Eu, A) which is a key parameter for constructing
vacuum referred binding energy level schemes, is as-

sessed from the Ce3+ centroid shift, εc(Ce3+, A):

U(Eu, A) = 5.44 + 2.834e−εc(Ce3+,A)/2.2 (1)

This relationship cannot be used in this case because
of the different defect geometries for Ce and Eu. Since
this and other equations are completely empirical, it
is unknown to which extent different charge compen-
sating effects or other imperfections are present in
the data used to obtain these equations. It is more
specifically possible that this kind of effects is readily
accounted for in the empirical routine without the
users knowledge. Inspection of the data used for
deriving Eq. 1 learns for instance that SrGa2S4 was
used as a data point [26].

Concerning this question, it can also be of interest
to take a look at the uncertainties, associated with the
empirical rules. Eq. 1 allows to calculate U(Eu, A)
with a 68% uncertainty interval of 100 meV. This
is of the same order of magnitude as the deviations
between U(Eu, A) between two different defect sites
in the same host, based on the above examples.
As the occurrence of multiple nonequivalent defects
nor discontinuous behavior such as different charge-
compensation schemes were systematically taken into
account in devising the set of empirical rules, the
uncertainties on these empirical rules, as calculated
in [8], are larger than differences between possible
nonequivalent defects.

Of course, applying the empirical rules in a thought-
ful way by making the distinction between different
defect geometries will yield more information about
the relative positions of the charge-state transition
levels for each nonequivalent defect, allowing a com-
parison between the different physical observables
associated with them.

Assuming that the Ce•Sr and Tm•
Sr defects are

isostructural in SrGa2S4, host referred and vacuum
referred binding energy level schemes for the defect
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3+/4+

2+/3+ 4f

5d

Figure 7 – Diagram with the 2+/3+ and 3+/4+
charge-state transition levels for the LnSr defects
which are isostructural to the Ce•Sr defect in SrGa2S4.

with nearby sulfur interstitial can be constructed
according to the usual routine. The result is displayed
in Fig. 7.

Obtaining a charge-state transition level scheme for
the 8-fold coordinated lanthanide defects in SrGa2S4

such as the EuSr defect is not straightforward as nei-
ther the Ce3+ centroid shift can be used to obtain vac-
uum referred binding energies nor a charge-transfer en-
ergy of a trivalent lanthanide to probe host referred
binding energies. Both rely on spectroscopy of triva-
lent lanthanides which form different defect geometries.
The only remaining possibility is to address core-hole
spectroscopic techniques such as photo-electron spec-
troscopy.

4 Conclusions

In this manuscript, possible refinements of the set of
empirical rules used to construct charge-state transi-
tion level schemes for lanthanide materials have been
discussed. More specifically, it was investigated to
what extent the occurrence of multiple nonequivalent
defects within the lanthanide series alters the level
schemes.

Following reports in literature containing energy
level schemes, it is commonly assumed that only one
nonequivalent defect is present in a certain host which
is isostructural for each lanthanide dopant, whatever
its formal charge. The validity of this assumption
is doubtful, however a painstaking task to confirm
experimentally as it involves doping with a large
number of lanthanide ions and possibly specialized
analytical techniques such as electron paramagnetic
resonance or X-ray absorption spectroscopy. In this
article, a few cases were discussed where the above
assumption is known to be invalid. A distinction
between two situations was made.

First, host compounds were considered in which

multiple nonequivalent substitutional defects occur.
SrAl2O4 and Sr2Si5N8 are examples for which the
lanthanide ions spontaneously occupy both Sr sites. In
these cases, clear spectroscopic differences are visible
and site-selective spectroscopy allows to construct
independent charge-state transition level schemes for
each defect geometry. From these examples, it is clear
that very limited structural differences of coordination
environment can give rise to important deviations in
the optical spectra.

Second, host compounds were considered for which
different lanthanide ions show a different behavior
with respect to the local coordination. SrGa2S4 is an
example in which Ce3+ and Eu2+ form very different
defect geometries. If this is the case a discontinuity
across the lanthanide series exists and the empirical
rules exploiting the systematics between the different
ions ions cannot be used to construct charge-state
transition level schemes. Therefore, only partial
schemes can be made.

The energy differences between the charge-state
transition levels and energy levels belonging to the
same lanthanide in a different defect geometry were
compared with the typical uncertainties of the em-
pirical models. It is concluded that both are of the
same order of magnitude. This could imply that some
of the data used to derive the empirical rules are
compromised, if multiple nonequivalent defects occur
or if structural distortions across the lanthanide series
were not identified. Consequently, the error margins
related to the present empirical rules might potentially
be reduced if the underlying input data is scrutinized.
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